Disclaimers

Note Regarding Forward Looking Statements and use of Non-GAAP financials

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, about us and our industry that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. All statements other than statements of historical facts contained in this presentation, including statements regarding guidance, our future results of operations or financial condition, business strategy and plans, user growth and engagement, product initiatives, and objectives of management for future operations, are forward-looking statements. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements because they contain words such as "anticipate," "believe," "contemplate," "continue," "could," "estimate," "expect," "going to," "intend," "may," "plan," "potential," "predict," "project," "should," "target," "will," or "would" or the negative of these words or other similar terms or expressions. We caution you that the foregoing may not include all of the forward-looking statements made in this presentation. You should not rely on forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. We have based the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation primarily on our current expectations and projections about future events and trends that we believe may affect our business, financial condition, results of operations, and prospects. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties, and other factors described in "Risk Factors" and elsewhere in our Annual Report on Form 10-K, for the year ended December 31, 2020 filed with the SEC, which is available on the SEC's website at www.sec.gov, including among other things: our financial performance, including our revenues, cost of revenues, operating expenses, and our ability to attain and sustain profitability; our ability to generate and sustain positive cash flow; our ability to attract and retain users and publishers; our ability to attract and retain advertisers; our ability to compete effectively with existing competitors and new market entrants; our ability to effectively manage our growth and future expenses; our ability to comply with modified or new laws and regulations applying to our business; our ability to maintain, protect, and enhance our intellectual property; our ability to successfully expand in our existing market segments and penetrate new market segments; our ability to attract and retain qualified employees and key personnel; our ability to repay outstanding debt; future acquisitions of or investments in complementary companies, products, services, or technologies; and the potential adverse impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business, operations, and the markets and communities in which we and our partners, advertisers, and users operate. Moreover, we operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks and uncertainties emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for us to predict all risks and uncertainties that could have an impact on the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation or in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020 filed with the SEC, which is available on the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. The results, events, and circumstances reflected in the forward-looking statements may not be achieved or occur, and actual results, events, or circumstances could differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. In addition, statements that "we believe" and similar statements reflect our beliefs and opinions on the relevant subject. These statements are based on information available to us as of the date of our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K. And while we believe that information provides a reasonable basis for these statements, that information may be limited or incomplete. Our statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive review into, or review of, all relevant information. These statements are inherently uncertain, and investors are cautioned not to unduly rely on these statements. The forward-looking statements made in this presentation or in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made. We undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements made in this presentation to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation or to reflect new information or the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as required by law. We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions, or expectations disclosed in our forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. Our forward-looking statements do not reflect the potential impact of any future acquisitions, dispositions, joint ventures, restructurings, legal settlements, or investments. Investors and others should note that we may announce material business and financial information to our investors using our investor relations website (Investor.snap.com), filings with the SEC, webcasts, press releases, and conference calls. We use these mediums, including Snapchat and our website, to communicate with our members and the public about our company, our products, and other issues. It is possible that the information that we make available may be deemed to be material information. We therefore encourage investors and others interested in our company to review the information that we make available on our website. This presentation includes certain non-GAAP financial measures. These non-GAAP financial measures, which may be different than similarly titled measures used by other companies, are presented to enhance investors' overall understanding of our financial performance and should not be considered a substitute for, or superior to, the financial information prepared and presented in accordance with GAAP. A reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP measures is provided in the appendix of this presentation.
GOOD is GOOD FOOD is MOOD
Over 250 Million Snapchatters use our Map every month

Snap Inc. internal data Q4 2020. See Snap Inc. public filings with the SEC.
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Elliot's

55 - Modern European Restaurant

4.67 out of 5 stars

Closed

12 Stoney St, London, England

020 7403 7436 @elliotscafe.com

Directions

Send

Reviews

People talk about burgers, mussels, wine, seafood, and coffee.
Hey Mom. Free for a game?

Sure!!

Bitmoji Paint again?
EMMA
LMAO
Can't join rn naaaahh

ME
Yo we should go out together this weekend

Headspace
Kicked back with some meditations or check-in with your friends

Bumped Out
Bounce your Bitmoji bumper can
Stay on the island!

Bitmoji Party
Play as your Bitmoji in a series of quick, hilarious mini-games

Send a Chat

All Games Minis
Over 1.2 Million
Snapchatters helped with voter registration

Snap Inc. internal data September 10, 2020 - October 12, 2020.
See Snap Inc. public filings with the SEC.
How The Black Lives Matter Movement is Impacting India’s Obsession With Light Skin

Not only are India’s top skin-whitening brands removing the word “fair” from products or discontinuing them, even matrimonial websites are doing away with skin colour filters.

By Shamani Joshi
Thank You